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PART I
SACRIFICING OUR CHILDREN
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True of False

• Illegal aliens are undocumented

• Illegal aliens are law abiding and honest

• Illegal immigration is a victimless crime

• Illegal immigration ensures our nation’s
survival
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Illegal Aliens are NOT
Undocumented, They Have

• Phony Social Security Cards
– 75% of illegal aliens use unauthorized Social Security

numbers to pay payroll taxes

• Fraudulent “Green Cards”

• Fake U.S. birth certificates

• Bogus driver’s licenses

• But they don’t have any legal documents
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How are Fraudulent Documents
Obtained?

• Largely From Fraudulent Document Dealers

• SSN Only ID Theft – Inexpensive and Common (98% of
all employment related ID theft)
– 50/50 chance of getting a real number
– Unassigned numbers being used illegally eventually

given to children

– Total ID theft (name, Date of Birth, Social Security
Number – Expensive and Infrequent
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Illegal Aliens are NOT Law Abiding
and They are NOT Honest

• Three felonies to get a job
– Document fraud/forgery
– Perjury on an I-9 form
– Identity theft/fraud

• Target children’s Social Security Numbers
– Children 51 times more likely to be victims of ID theft than adults
– Estimated 50,000 – 85,000 Utah Children are Victims
– 1,626 companies paying wages to SSNs of Utah children

• Illegal aliens who work for “reputable” employers, lie and
commit felonies each and every day that they are
illegally in the United States
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Table 1. Identity Theft and Illegal Aliens as Percentage of State Population

State Ranking by Incidence
of Identity Theft -

2008
State Ranking by Illegal

Aliens as % of
Population 2008

% of Employment Related
Identity Theft

2008
(National Average – 15%)

Arizona 1 2       (7.9%) 33%

California 2 3       (7.3%) 20%

Florida 3 6       (5.7%) 10%

Texas 4 5       (6.0%) 27%

Nevada 5 1       (8.8%) 16%

New York 6 8      (4.8%) 8%

Georgia 7 7      (4.7%) 9%

Illinois 8 17     (3.6%) 14%

New Mexico 9 13     (4.0%) 23%

Colorado 10 8      (4.8%) 22%

Utah:  Illegal aliens as % of Population: 4.1%, 16% of ID Theft employment related.
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Illegal Immigration is NOT a Victimless
Crime

• Children Who Are Victims of Illegal Alien, job-
related ID Theft suffer real harm
– Ruined credit
– Income tax liabilities for income earned on their SSNs
– Denial of means tested benefits – college financial aid

to Medicaid
– Arrest Records
– Corruption of medical records with life threatening

consequences
– Good names are destroyed
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Who Are the Victims?
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Enablers of Illegal Immigration
• Legislators and Governors

– Encourage & reward job related felonies – Offer In-State College
Tuition for illegal aliens who work illegally to pay college costs

– Cave in to blackmail - Driving Privilege Card which facilitates
drug cartel and other criminal activity

– No support or weak support of employment verification
– Employed an “agent” of Mexico in the Office of Ethnic Affairs

• Law Enforcement
– Refuse to enforce immigration law
– Chief Burbank and Doug Wright justify document fraud and

laugh out-loud about it
– AG Shurtleff tells illegal aliens that he will not arrest them
– AG Shurtleff downplays impact of identity theft
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Enablers of Illegal Immigration
• Employers and Chambers of Commerce

– Refuse to verify identities and legal status
– Lobby for benefits for illegal aliens
– Behind HB116 Guest Worker Bill that makes illegal

aliens virtual indentured servants

• Media
– Supports amnesty
– Portrays illegal aliens in favorable light with emphasis

on personal stories, on the human side of illegal
immigration
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Enablers of Illegal Immigration
• Religious Organizations

– Helped Draft HB116 – Employers Dream Act (Bramnesty)
– Allow illegal alien members to continue committing job related

felonies while benefiting from full membership benefits
– Lobby for amnesty
– Lobby for in-state college tuition for illegal aliens

• Utah Higher education officials
– Implemented in-state tuition even though DREAM Act

didn’t pass
• Support the right of illegal alien students to commit felonies in

order to get jobs to pay for their tuition
• Ignore the fact that students can’t work legally once they

graduate
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Enablers of Illegal Immigration

• You and Me
– Hire companies that hire illegal labor to work

for us – lawn service, construction and repair,
etc.

– Support businesses that do not use an
employment verification system

– Ignore damage caused to Utah children and
their families
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PART II
NATIONAL SURVIVAL
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Destroying America

• Former Governor Richard Lamm
– Bilingual nation
– Multiculturalism (salad replaces melting pot)
– make our fastest-growing demographic group the

least educated
– Massive funding by foundations, big business and

religious organizations (victimology, ethnic identity)
– Dual citizenship and divided loyalties
– Make it taboo to talk about all of the above
– Censor Victor David Hansen’s “Mexifornia”
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Additional Threats to National
Survival

• Economic Migrants
– No attachment to the United States, Liberty or

Constitutional principles
– Many believe rights come from government

and accept socialized programs as the norm

• Importing a Culture of Corruption
– Tolerance of corruption erodes the rule of law.
– Corruption is a serious problem in most illegal aliens’ home

countries. Allowing it to flourish in Utah paves the way for
additional criminal activity and increased corruption throughout
society. www.citizensfortaxfairness.org 18



Importing a Culture of
Corruption
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Part III
Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints and illegal
immigration
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LDS Church

• Worldwide Church with International
Interests
– No more American exceptionalism
– Constitution no longer predominant

• Moved to left
– Social Justice vice Free Agency
– Accountability vice Obeying laws
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Utah Compact Press Release
Introduction

“As a worldwide church dealing with many
complex issues across the globe, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints promotes broad,
foundational principles that have worldwide
application. The Church regards the declaration of
the Utah Compact as a responsible approach to
the urgent challenge of immigration reform. It is
consistent with important principles for which we
stand:
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What Church Presidents Said
• Let every loyal member of the Church look down

with scorn upon any man or woman who would
undermine the Constitution.  David O. McKay 1954

• There are some who would dissuade you from being
true to the trust of real Americanism.  I admonish
you to guard this trust carefully; it is a sacred one.
David O. McKay 1954.

• No loyal member of this great Church will raise his
voice against the constitutional law of the land, but
he will be found upholding it….George Albert Smith,
1950
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Broad Principles
1. We follow Jesus Christ by loving our neighbors.

The Savior taught that the meaning of
‘neighbor’ includes all of God’s children, in all
places, at all times.
– Now:  “I wonder how they’d [those who uphold 12th article of faith] feel

about the second great commandment, to love thy neighbor as thyself
… . Sometimes it’s hard to do them all.”  Mark Tuttle, Church
Spokesman. 2008

– Then: On each of my visits [to East Germany} throughout the 20 years I
supervised this area, I always reminded our members in that area of the
twelfth article of faith.  Thomas S. Monson 2007

– Now: “The church does not see itself as an enforcement agency.” Mark
Tuttle, Church Spokesman. 2008

– Then:  No loyal member of this great Church will raise his voice against
the constitutional law of the land, but he will be found upholding
it….George Albert Smith, 1950
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Broad Principles
2. We recognize an ever-present need to strengthen

families. Families are meant to be together. Forced
separation of working parents from their children
weakens families and damages society.
– Then. “Parents have a sacred duty to rear their children …. to be law-

abiding citizens wherever they live.” Proclamation on the Family (1995):
– Now. “The Mormon church arranged for a Utah senator to write a law to

shield churches from prosecution for knowingly allowing illegal aliens to be
ministers or do volunteer missionary work for them.”  Washington Times,
2005

– Then. Perhaps there is nothing of greater importance, next to our spiritual
growth, that a determination on the part of latter day saints to observe the
laws of our country.  Heber J. Grant

– Now. “The blessings of the [LDS] Church are available to anyone who
qualifies for and accepts the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Federal law allows
undocumented persons to provide volunteer church service, including
missionary service, within the United States,” said Church spokesman Scott
Trotter. 2008
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Compact Press Release Broad
Principles

3. We acknowledge that every nation has the right
to enforce its laws and secure its borders. All
persons subject to a nation’s laws are
accountable for their acts in relation to them.
– Then: “In our time, when otherwise honorable men bend the law, twist

the law, and wink at violations of the law…there is a very real need to
return to the basic justice that the laws provide when honest men
sustain them.”  Thomas S. Monson, 1988

– Now: “The Lord doesn’t look at documentation.” Pablo Felix, president
of the Liahona Second Branch, a Spanish-speaking congregation in
Mesa. 2009
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Utah Compact Press Release
Conclusion

• “Public officials should create and administer laws that
reflect the best of our aspirations as a just and caring
society. Such laws will properly balance love for
neighbors, family cohesion, and the observance of just
and enforceable laws.”
– Does this mean that we allow employers to hire people using our

children’s identities?
– Does this mean that illegal aliens are given a pass on document

fraud, perjury and identity theft out of love for neighbors and
family cohesion?

– Does this mean that we should abolish all laws that cannot be
easily enforced such as drug laws, for example?
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Part IV
Five Things You Can Personally

Do to Protect Utah’s Children and
our National Survival
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Five Things You Can do!
1. Get educated and get resources by going to:

www.citizensfortaxfairness.org

2. Focus discussions about illegal immigration on
the impact that it has on Utah’s children.

• Put a human face on the victims of illegal aliens.
• Explain how illegal aliens target and harm American

children.
• Distribute story about impact on children (Illegal

Aliens:  Turning the Dreams of American Children
into Nightmares)
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Five Things You Can do!
3. Support Employment Verification to Stop All Child ID theft and

to Remove the Incentive to Come to the U.S. Illegally

– Demand that your cities, towns, counties, school districts, etc.
and all private employers with more than 15 employers verify
the identities of all new hires as required by Utah law.
• Letters, e-mails, personal meetings, appear before councils and

boards.

– Demand that businesses you frequent verify the identities of all
of their employees
• Enroll in the E-Verify or IMAGE programs or
• Use the Social Security Number Verification System or
• Use the services of private background checking firm
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Five Things You Can do!

4. Demand that in-state tuition and Driving
Privilege Cards for illegal aliens be abolished.

– Illegal alien student’s are committing three felonies in order to
get jobs to pay their tuition and can’t work legally once they
graudate.

– The Driving Privilege Card facilitates activities of drug cartels,
gangs and those who employ illegal aliens by allowing them to
travel without fear of arrest for driving without a license.

5. Demand that religious organizations
businesses, foundations, elected officials, think
tanks and law enforcement officials protect our
children and our national survival.
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Resources and Contact Info
WWW.CitizensForTaxFairness.org
E-Mail:  citizensfortaxfairness.@gmail.com

– Links to all of Ronald Mortensen’s publications

– Fact Sheets on numerous issues (Resources Tab - Immigration)

– Studies
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Selected Links
• Key Website: www.citizensfortaxfairness.org

• Illegal, but Not Undocumented: Identity Theft, Document Fraud, and Illegal
Employment www.cis.org/IdentityTheft

• Defending our Children’s Future http://defendingourchildrensfuture.weebly.com

• Illegal Aliens: Turning the Dreams of American Children into Nightmares.
http://www.cis.org/mortensen/dreams

• 2 year old Draper Girl www.youtube.com/watch?v=agZamwVZkVo

• Five Year Old Utah Girl http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGDZ3RQTTQc&NR=1

• Lamm Speech: http://www.snopes.com/politics/soapbox/lamm.asp

• The Mormon Church and Illegal Immigration http://cis.org/mormon-church-and-illegal-
immigration
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More Links
• St. George Police ID Theft Initiative: http://www.stgnews.com/archive/2011/06/13/st-george-police-homeland-

security-crack-down-on-identity-fraud/
• Carnegie Mellon University Cylabs – 10.2% of kids IDs stolen.

http://www.cylab.cmu.edu/files/pdfs/reports/2011/child-identity-theft.pdf
• New York Times – 75% of illegal aliens use false SSNs.

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/05/business/05immigration.html
• Bubank and Wright laughing about ID theft. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmQKv1bqOnE
• Shurtleff shifts position on ID theft. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inQOTea8bu0
• Waddoups on repeal and replace HB116: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAuKt91xdZQ&feature=related
• Decker Interview on Replacement bill 11-16-11 http://connect2utah.com/news-story?nxd_id=180327
• Excellent news story on illegal aliens stealing Social Security numbers.  Explains problem and has interviews with

victims.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpwzbleNDr4&feature=related
• Illegal alien in Utah using a stolen social security number is interviewed.  Sorry if hurting someone but needs the

number to work. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHQ9sg4LRvc&feature=related
• Five year old Utah child – identity stolen: www.ksl.com/?sid=286951&nid=148 (story text)
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGDZ3RQTTQc (video)
• 2 Year Old Utah Child – Identity Stolen – Shows arrest of perpetrator

www.ksl.com/index.php?nid=148&sid=160060 (story text)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agZamwVZkVo&feature=related (video)

• KUTV – Bailey Smith – 5 year old – Utah AG Shurtleff telling illegal aliens using stolen identities that he will deport
them (he didn’t and won’t) ((http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywwlkysNdHY&feature=related

• West Bountiful Child:  Brooklyn Rousch and Ron Mortensen http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PykBwmYLUY
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Still More Links
• Brooklyn Roush, West Bountiful. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX9GFlrnHFo (Fox – HB387 – Press

Conference)
• Christopher Campbell and Brooklyn Rousch – Campbell – Victim who is stuck with arrest records of an illegal alien

who stole his SSN – HB387 (press Conference) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUWUHC1tS_0
• Stop SB251 – Hispanic Ad in Spanish – John Ruiz.  Opposes SB251 which stops 100% of employment related

child ID theft because illegal aliens cannot use the child’s birth date to get a job.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R60LlEDehgM&feature=related

• OTHER STATES
• Denied internship because someone using ID had bad credit http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2m_r_DJ0yQ
• Colorado – General Report – Enhanced Penalties for Child ID Theft

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJH0PkuFbNw
• Medical identity theft which can occur when someone uses another persons SSN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OexcwoX7qs0 (Bob Sullivan – Red Files)
• Child with $605,000 debt.  Used since age 3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG3pQ5U4K9o
• To check apply for credit in child’s name and state real age http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHEir1TWlgc also

freeze and check credit history http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuVa7UUHrms
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The End

www.citizensfortaxfairness.org
E-Mail:  citizensfortaxfairness@gmail.com
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